
STANDARD SCHNAUZERS:
The Relentless Pursuit of Life

By Diana M. Barber, Ph. D.

T
he Standard Schnauzer was 
originally developed as an 
all-purpose farm dog in Ger-
many centuries before orga-
nized dog showing. How-
ever, all-purpose should not 

be confused with the cliché “jack-of-all-
trades, master of none.” Indeed they excel 
at any task in which they believe. They are 
incredibly intelligent (nicknamed the dog 
with a human brain), but more than their 
intelligence and creativity, what sets these 
dogs apart from the rest of canine intel-
ligentsia is purpose. This is the joy and 
terror of this breed in a nutshell. When 
you look into a Standard’s eyes, the lights 

are on, someone is home, and there are 
plans for you. Standards are filled with 
purpose and if you don’t assign them a 
job, they will find one of their own and 
you may not like it. Once given a job, the 
Standard’s pursuit of perfection is relent-
less. World War II POWs feared Stan-
dard Schnauzers because they could not 
be bribed. Standard Schnauzers are not 
the dog for everyone and are completely 
unsuitable for owners who are not will-
ing to be leaders. To truly be happy with 
Standard Schnauzers, you must not just 
live with them—you must work with 
them. To do otherwise is to risk working 
for them. 

Well trained standards make patient teachers and devoted playmates for children.
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“To truly be happy with 
Standard Schnauzers, 

yoU mUST  
NoT jUST LivE 
wiTH THEm, 

yoU mUST woRk 
wiTH THEm.”
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Wüstefuchs Standard Schnauzers
Standard Schnauzers for Loving and Showing

Established 1967

Our very limited Wüstefuchs breeding program–focusing on quality puppies with outstanding 
structure, movement, coat, and temperament–has produced more than forty owner-handled 

champions and performance titlists in both the United States and Europe.  
Our Standard Schnauzers set the gold standard for uncropped ears.

Suzanne and Ron Smith with
Ch. Asgard Mesa Mist Wüstefuchs CD,RA,CGC,UCD

and Ch. Asgard Navigator Wüstefuchs CD,RA,CGC,UCD

The Wüstefuchs Mesa Litter:  Puppy Pile at  Six Weeks Of Age
(Ch. Asgard Navigator Wüstefuchs CD,RA,CGC,UCD x  
Ch. Asgard Mesa Mist Wüstefuchs CD,RA,CGC,UCD)

Cooking for Your Dog  
by Suzanne T. Smith. 
Special Schnauzer 
Edition May 2013.  
$25 USA postpaid  
(book rate in US).  
$2 per book goes 
to the AKC Canine 
Health Foundation.

Wüstefuchs Standard 
Schnauzers

Suzanne and LaRon Smith
185 Laguna, Los Alamos, NM 87544-2603

505-662-3744
STSpers@aol.com
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